1. (v.1) A true spiritual leader uses every experience to point to and teach about Christ.

2. (v.2) Even in extraordinary circumstances a true spiritual leader is humble and seeks not his own glory.

3. (v.3-4) Authentic spiritual events sometimes transcend the ability to fully explain them.

4. (v.5-6) An authentic faith magnifies Christ regardless while diminishing any focus on self.

5. (v.7) The point and focus is always the glory of God, not the glory of men.

6. (v.8-10) The biblical definition of “weakness” is really “strengthlessness”, a condition by which we have no inherent strength of our own and obtain it totally and exclusively from God.

7. (Ps. 88:1-7)

8. (Jn. 15:15-17)

9. (Heb. 11:32-40)